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The two-dimensional motion of the charqe carriers (holes) in
the Cu-oxygen layers of the high-temperature superconductors is
assumed to be governed by a Hubband-type hamiltonian whereof Cou-
'lomb repulsion is greatly diminished by the low-site occupancy.

The charge carriers experience a strong interaction with the oxy-

gen lattice which may, in its simplest form, be written as I
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where Qi is the harmonic-oscillator coordinate of. the i-th Cu-oxy-

gen aggregate, nro is the occupat'ion'number of the. electronic state
with spin o localized on the i-th site and the summation <ij> ex-

tends over the nearest-neighbours. This interaction shifts the lat-
tice coordinates to new equ'i librium pos'i t'i ons (as observed experi-
mentally) and induces an attraction among the charge carriers which,

under certain conditions, may lead to a superconductivity of clas-
sical Cooper-pairing type. The most notab'l e feature of th.is pair-
'ing interaction is the fact that it affects all the available elec-

tronic states in the conductjon band, what explains the high va-

lues of the critical temperature.

For a model disc-Iike Fermi sea and assuming a gap at the

half-filling of the Brillouin zone (arising probably from antifer-
romagnetic ordering) the critical temperature 2
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T. = ?.28frn t x expla/(x-2/n)] s = tl2(J-t) , (2)

is obtained, vrhere t is the (renormalized) bandwidth parameter,
,J = gogl/Mr'r'is the strength of the attractive interaction, 14 is

the oxygen mass, to is the characteristic frequency of the lattice
and x is the hole concentration. The latter parameter is given by

the charge neutrality of the chemical formulai for example La2_*M*

Cu04 for La-based compounds (M being here an alkaline earth),

RM2Cur0U.5+1.5x for the 123-class of superconductors (with R = Y,

Sc or lanthanide rare-earth element), R2CanMrCun+106*2n+(n+l)x/Z

for the 2n2(n+1)-c1ass of superconductors n = 0, L,2 (where

R = Bi for M = Sr and R = Tl for M = Ba), etc. It is remarkably in

this cont.ext 3 that the 124-c1ass of compounds with fixed stoichi-
ometry RM2CuU0, (x = 0.25) displays an impressively narrow range of

critical tenperatures around T" * 77K. A non-monotonous (increasing-

then-decreasing) x-dependence of T. is predicted by (2) with a ma-

ximum T. reached for a certain optimum concentration, in agreement

with the experimental data 4.

An isotope shift :'

-a(rnT.)/a(rnu) = (r-r1tri-i$ - rr 1n(tolt) + (r-2n)##* 
(3)

is also predicted by this theory 5, where r = -3(lno)/a(1n14) and

to is the bare bandwidth parameter. This lsotope shift is very sen-

sitive to n and can acquire both positive and negat'ive values; the

experinental values of the isotope shift lead (for o and t obtained

from fitting (2) to the experimental x-dependence of T. and to taken

from band calculations) to 0.3 { n 6 0.57 in agreement with the ex-

perimental data. Vanishing values of the isotope shift (3) are also
possible for certain n values and hole concentrations, what might

explain some earl ier reported data.
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The rati o 2L/I c of twi ce the supercond.ucti ng gap to the cri t.i -

cal temperature can al so be est imated as

26/Tc = 3"53(1 xx/2)-1 {4}

being always greater than the classical value 3.53, in agreement

with the infrared spectroscopy and tunnel ing experiments.

The presumable effect of the Iattice modulation on the super-

conducting criticdl temperature in the Bi(Tl)-based compounds can

a1s'o be accounted for within the present theory 6'7 by estimating

the filling factor of the Brillouin zones newly created by the lat-
tice modulation. A characteristic sawtoothed behaviour is obtained

versus the hole concentration x, as a consequence of the fil1ing
factoi^ crossing gradually and successively the middles and edqes

of the Bril louin zones. An averal I reduction in the critica'l tempe-

rature follows as an effect of the lattice modulation. providing

that the effect is real (i.e., the lattice modulation does affect
the band structure of the charge carriers) one obtains for a five-
fo1 d periodicity (as for the Bi-based compounds) a reduction of

about 0.75 in the critical temperature for a modulation along one

crystal'line direction and about 0.2 for a modulation along both

crystall ine d,irections. Assurning that the Bi-2223 phase is not af-
fected by lattice modulation and using the critical temperature

Tc " 85K for the modulated Bi-?122 phase (which seems to have

x 3 0.15) one gets T.,r, 113K for the former, in agreement with the

experimental evi dence. However, one shoul d stress upon the poi nt

that jt i.s not yet clear whether the lattice modulation does or

does not affect the superconductivity in these compounds.

A comparative study of the x-dependence of the cri'ti cal tempe-

rature for the La-, Y- and Bi(Tl )-based superconductors shows that

the parameter o in (2) is almost constant, c ! O.SA, for all these
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.families'bf compoundsi on the other hand the bandwidth parameter

t depends on f = (I/2r + 2r)-1, " = gtlgo, whjch can acquire a

maximum value f = l/2 for r = t/2. Both these a and f parameters

signify the flexibi'l ity of the Cu-oxygen aggregates and the degree

of screening of the cu-oxygen layers. For the af,orementioned values

of s and f one may infer 6'7 from (2) a mdximum critica'l tempera-

ture t[ax q,160K, which may be viewed as the highest critical tem-

perature attainab'le in this class of superconductors; correspond-

ing, probably, to well-screened layers of Cu-oxygen rhomboedra

(1ike'i n the 2223-phases) unaffected by various structural defects

such as ion disorder, crystal imperfections, lattice modulationr.

etc.
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